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1

All the world’s a stage,

And all the men and women merely players.

(W. Shakespeare, As you like it)

T
he window frame was like a portal to another world.

The labyrinthic shape of grey clouds enclosed the

moon like computer circuitry on amotherboard. The

shadow vaulted over the windowsill and sprinted inside, old

dust sprinkling into the room.

Dirty clothes fell from the chair; the chair flew across the

room, a dustymicrochip computer thrown on a flimsy desk. The

shadow unscrewed the silvery dots that held the case together

and smashed the computer with the elbow, a gasp leaving her

lips.

Gloved hands searched frantically through the yarn of compo-

nents. A small ruby cube held high. A blur of darkness through a

door and down the stairs. A wooden door slammed against the

wall, a flickering light, an empty room.

The roomwas empty except for a shapememory foam bean

bag. The grey shape was surrounded by odd-looking discs, like

boombox stereos on a green neon light. The shadow jumped

on the cushion and put the electrodes on the shaved spots of
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her head. She slid the final electrode into the silicon-covered

slot located on the upper cervical spine. She put the helmet on,

darkening her vision.

&&

Dark_Star materializes himself on the shore of Eldoran.

“Damn it,” he says. “It’s the wrong spot. Should I cheat now?

Are they still followingme?”

“Chat request in progress. Approve/Ignore/Decline?” A

bubble of red text jumps up and down in front of his red cherry

eyes. Dark_Star gazes around. The green hill reminds him of an

operating system from the stories heard when he was growing

up in the otherworld. The beginning of an end. The end of an era.

The blue sky is at times fractured by the resource management

algorithm. Rainbows of pixels sometimes appear in unexpected

places. Dark_Star thinks it’s a waste of resources to hide the

fractures with more bright colors. Soon the thought is gone. He

shrugs. He’s a user, after all, not a maker.

They call him a user like he’s consuming drugs. They’re the

makers but they could be dealers, for all he cared. They provide

the addiction, and clients become users because they consume

in large quantities this drug that replaced all life. UMMOEL is

life. Can he imagine life in the absence of the United Massive

Multiplayer Online Extended Life? Is there life outside the

simulator? What kind of life can you lead without it? A dreary,

bleak existence, where you’re trapped by your place of birth and

your social condition. Indeed, what are his place of birth and his

social condition?

He was born in the Fjord, and he’s a Spectre. He’s at the top

of the world. People heard of Masons and Illuminati before,
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but even they don’t compare to the Spectres. Glitches in the

system, specks of light when quests break. The enemy of

the system inside the system. Do Spectres control the world?

Of course not, that’s boring. Their job is to mess with the

world. To defeat complacency in every aspect. They strike when

the administrators think they have absolute control. Because

control is a fragile thing and the admins need the occasional

reminder.

The text bubble flings him back from his thoughts. On the top

of the hill, a small figure appears to be waving, bombarding him

with chat requests. Dark_Star accepts the connection.

“I need help. 100 gold to group up. Followme!”

“Damn it,” Dark_Star says. “I meant to press ignore.”

“Wait, you’re the only one here around 100 units. I cannot

afford to wait around here much lon…”

Dark_Star disconnects the chat. The stranger disappears

with a silent bang. For a couple of seconds, a translucent ghost

wanders in circles around him. Finally, the ghost vanishes into

the simulated air.

Dark_Star jumps on the back of Styx, his deathly horse of

the apocalypse, and rides on. The grass transforms to sand

behind him, tiny pixelated rainbows covering the fractures

Styx’s hooves create in the seam of the world.

…

Dark_Star was heading towards what the Spectres called the

end of the world. For all the other people, it may as well be the

center of the world. The OEL world sprawls in infinite space

only limited by physical memory. The edge of the world is

a procedurally generated realm where nothing is stored for
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more than a couple of moments at a time. To experience the

ephemeral nature of reality, the Edge is where the mystics

and religious enthusiasts gather to get lost in a procedurally

generated world with no rules except one. It must go on forever.

How it goes on forever doesn’t matter, but at the end of the day,

everyone knows it has some kind of a cyclic nature. In many

ways, it resembles the old theories about the physical universe.

The UMMOEL memory is in a continuous expansion. Space

exploration is well funded, and the use of geostationary satel-

lites is widespread. A colony of ems was established five years

ago onMars, on top of the Olympus Mons. Dark_Star is not a

fan of the lag-induced slow-moving ems that populate some

parts of the UMMOEL. Like everyone else, he tries his best to

avoid dealing with them.

The city of Endgame sprawls in steps like a never-ending

spiral staircase. The Peak is the largest building in Dark_Star’s

sight, more than 3000 levels growing into the azure, flickering

sky. He jumped through some local portals from the desert of

Eldoran to the prairies of Rutang and the steep hills ofMankrove.

He didn’t stay to chat and quest. This time he avoided the

immersion. For him, OEL was a means to an end.

Dark_Star chuckles under his dark, full-face visorless helmet.

“Ameans to an end. The end. I’m going to miss this.” Then he

stops and stares at the Matrix.

The Matrix is a buffer system that surrounds Endgame city.

TheMatrix is the illusory normal world that existed before all

this, before all the magic, before all the multiple realities. The

Matrix is by the people for the people. TheMatrix citizens refuse

to get dragged in adventures, they refuse to see the world other

than what it should be. Their greatest adventure is to lead their

simple lives, in a perpetually pseudo-progressive society. They
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are slaves to the cultures that enslaved humankind formillennia

and surprisingly, they enjoy it. They enjoy their ordinary lives

and they trick themselves that they still live in the physical

world. Everything is as it was five centuries ago: no excitement,

no progress, no real purpose and meaning for their existence.

And yet, they chose that. Dark_Star looks to the ground. The

simulated pebbles know nothing of their existence and yet they

simply are. Or are they?

“We’re all actors on a scene, who’s to say who’s right or

wrong? The Matrix stays, the Matrix goes… As the old saying

goes,” Dark_Star mutters under his breath.

Then there’s the question of its location. The Matrix sur-

rounds the Endgame, a buffer to the external world, an insulator

to the chaos of the ever-expanding Edge. Dark_Star recalls that

the Edge started right outside theMatrix, a long time ago, when

the Endgame was only the Peak and nothing else, a crowded

cluster of simulated realities, home to a clan of limited AIs that

supervised and created the extended life, bit by bit, one grain

of sand after another. His home, Fjord was an afterthought, a

product of the AI’s evolutional patterns.

The Edgewas ever-expanding and ever-destroying itself until

the right conditions gave rise to a stable system. When that

happened, locations such as Fjord appeared on the OEL map

permanently. The Edge of both the living and the dead, an odd

joke to remind them of Schrödinger’s cat. It was both real and

not, in an already alternative reality that threatened to consume

them all into oblivion if they were not careful. And this was just

the tip of the iceberg.

Dark_Star’s destination is Cyberspace, a virtual reality inside

a virtual reality inside a potentially virtual reality. This world

was a messy business, he had to admit.
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He steps into the portal and theflow sucks him into theMatrix.

The old cement-colored streets remind him of some parts of the

physical world, the potential reality nobody can’t even dream

of escaping.

But here, the sky-scrappers and the cottages, the humans and

the animals are still living together in a sort of chaotic way, a

natural state of things, as it was before. He wakes up in a city,

a fitting image for the border of the pipe-land and hardware

over hardware, and virtual levels over virtual levels that is the

Endgame. He explored the Matrix before, and while it looks

similar to someparts of theOEL, the places heremiss something

in their constructions, a certain glow. They look bland, for a lack

of a better word. There’s only silence, emptiness in the Matrix.

The people swarm all around him, like bees in a hive. Clean

suits and baggy jeans. Everyone is wearing pieces of “undergar-

ments” with neither style nor personality. The system doesn’t

permit Dark_Star to interact so he’s floating there in a stream

of people, a blueish ghost in a suit of armor.

For an empty world, it sure looks crowded, he thinks. “Soul-

less,” he whispers. That’s an old word. It’s a hard word to

understand. What is a soul? His thoughts are flowing like lines

of code. There are some creatures the AI creates in the vicinity of

the Edge called Souls, but he doesn’t really think soullessmeans

the space in the absence of those Souls. Of course, he can access

the vast knowledge (justified or not) of the whole of humanity

and read the definitions. The soul is immortal, the soul is given

by God to people to make them human. Do animals have souls?

Souls meet again in the afterlife, either in a sort of Paradise or

in a sort of Hellish place. Dark_Star is already in the afterlife

and he plans to go to the afterlife of the afterlife, later in the day.

Does it mean that what happens in Cyberspace is akin to what a
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soul experiences?

The whole concept doesn’t make sense to him, nomatter how

hard he thinks about it. And yet, the Matrix is soulless to him.

“The joys of being human,” he thinks. “The AIs don’t even have

this luxury. The ems might think about it from time to time.”

He marks a quest in his log. “Talk to the Olympus guys about

the soul.”

Walking straight through the crowd, he passes by a metal

plate that reads “Central Park” and jumps into the lake. The

spotted ducks take flight, startled. Dark_Star knows it’s purely

coincidental. His presence here is not a cause for any of the

events that happen.

The lake pulls him in, and the flow sends him towards

Endgame. He wakes up in a metallic-looking gutter, a bad

aftertaste in his mouth. Everything is ultra-fast, including but

not limited to his thought process. Life never stops in Endgame,

but life is not the same as in the outside world.

“Theme?” an encryptedmessagedirected tohis nerve centers,

followed by thousands and thousands of options. He knows

them all in less than a second. He wonders if that second was

objective or subjective time, but the thought fades as quickly as

it came. “Give me the latest fad,” he thinks.

The spiral of stairs and buildings and pipes turns into a bot-

tomless skyscraper with towers and towers spread everywhere.

The flying cars whiz around in impossible directions. The neon

lights demand his attention to hundreds of different places

before he had time tomove one step. He perceives faster, thinks

faster, moves as usual. A large backpack hinders hismovements.

He tries to look behind and instantly knows he carries a jetpack.

“No time to lose, then.”

He launches into the air straight to the Peak, the meanest
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looking building in the city. The Peak spreads like a purple claw

with three fingers and dominates all the other towers by at least

several hundreds of subjective meters.

While he can get this type of experience in the Emerald City,

nothingbeats the thrill foundhere, the adrenaline of high-firing

neurons in the OEL. Dark_Star knows exposure to Endgame is

dangerous for the human brain, but he can take short doses. His

final destination iswaymoredangerous thananythingEndgame

can throw at him, so he’s not worried.

To access Cyberspace at the Peak is puremadness. It’s as close

as it gets to mind-uploading but without the right software and

the necessary hardware. Simply put, your brain fries into thin

air the longer you stay there.

“Damn, I love this.” It’s all he says in his flight, higher and

higher towards the top of the Peak.
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Red data flows like blood.

(Endgame - Beginning, End,

and Other Tales, edited by Xilis)

D
ark_Star hits the platform and stumbles forward,

wiggling his arm in mid-flight. He can control the

jetpack pretty well, but the beauty of the system is that

it’s okay to not be perfect. The fun is in trying, not in flawless

execution. So while the system as a whole is fault-prone, the

users are not. If mistakes are expensive and even dangerous in

the physical world, the OEL encourages mistakes.

He rolls forward and stands up straight, the pose of a victor.

Behind him is the abyss of lights and sounds, but he doesn’t

care. There is only one way forward, and he doesn’t afford any

mistakes in his goal. The Peak is like a serpent’s tail, winding

up into the mist, its tail ending in a sharp conical structure. It

looks like a tiny house, smaller than the length of his arms,

but Dark_Star knows appearances are misleading, more so in

Endgame compared to the outside OEL.

He jumps and touches the peak with his feet. In the next

instant, he opens his eyes in a small dark room. The only light

comes in grey shades from the center. A hologram, an inverted
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cone flickers like a firefly in the digital night. Hemoves towards

the light, his steps slow and steady. If there is a chance of error,

here it is. After that, there’s a chance of death. Here, his only

risk is being rejected by the Peak.

He already planned for this. He made an identical copy of

himself and sent him in Endgame to get banned by the system.

He would never know if it worked or not because the copy is

supposed to be destroyed in the attempt, sometime later. Right

now, there is only this moment. No identical copy is allowed in

Endgame, but Dark_Star was able to enter twice because of the

ruby cube in his possession. Of course, the AI may know, but he

based this security breach on the laziness of the AI. It is resource

expensive to track more than the unique identification number,

so the security is based on a simple principle. One and only one

identical copy is permitted entrance at the same time. Of course,

work-copies and short-lived copies are allowed to be created

inside because technically, they have a different identification

number. In Endgame there cannot be two users with the same

identification number at the same time. Until today, that is.

Dark_Star moves closer. The flicker doesn’t stop. He extends

his arm, his fingers stretched under the cover of the gauntlet.

He touches the grey flicker and the room goes dark.

There is only silence.

And the silence is heavy.

His mind goes blank for a few seconds, and white sparks of

agony explode between his virtual eyes.

He wants to remove the helmet, but he knows there’s nothing

under it. That’s his whole character.

The sensation grows stronger, and he grabs his neck, and…

The data flow around him like monochrome butterflies with

clipped wings.
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“Red data flows like blood”, he recalls the words of a book

about Endgame. But the data is grey and black and shades of

non-color in-between.

“It must have been ametaphor,” the letters form inside his

mind. He hears a faint voice as well, but there is no direction,

just a thought, a foreign thought he had.

“I knew you were coming.” Again the same voiceless voice

inside his head.

And Dark_Star knows he was successful. If the AI knew, it

would have tried to stop him before. Even if he somehow knew

and it still let him in, that was a grave mistake. And the AI never

mademistakes. Until now.

“Call me Xilis,” the voice says.

It was troubling that the AI didn’t bother to be afraid after it

read his mind and knew what was coming. But then, Dark_Star

remembers that the AI is not human, it doesn’t have any

emotions. All that matters to an AI is data. “And data flows

like blood. I get it now.”

“I don’t try to stop you because you are not a threat. All is

good the way it is. But let me ask you something. Why do you

do what you do?”

The data flows around, a human shape, a DNA helix, a map of

the world, a flat Earth, and thousands and thousands of small

little beings consciously living in the simulated world. The

Cyberspace is deserted, in comparison.

And Dark_Star doesn’t know. He doesn’t remember. He can’t

remember. And he wonders, for the first time, if he is the copy

that must be sacrificed.

“You’re only half right,” Xilis’s voiceless voice creeping in his

head.

“I am a copy”, Dark_Star thinks. “I’m not supposed to know
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more than it’s necessary. But I will still complete my task.”

“You are not a copy,” Xilis says.

“But that means…”

“Precisely. It means you were successful!”

“But I don’t remember!” Dark_Star wants to scream because

he doesn’t feel like him anymore. In the OEL, there is always the

possibility to confuse the virtual with the real, but it’s always

clear who you are because only humans are conscious, right?

Was there ever a Dark_Star?

“Success without memory is like the universe without life,”

Xilis says. Beautiful but meaningless. Don’t worry, everything

will be clear after.”

“After what?”

“After the end, of course.”

And Dark_Star is only data now, in the system, around the

system. And Xilis is data, too. Everything that happens in

Endgame is there, between them; their lives, their thoughts,

their history. One is a pattern of information, ever more

complex, the other one is human, simple but complicated. One

used to run on faith and the other one on causal relations.

Together they exchange data. And the data is red, like blood

that gives life.
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There are signs as many stars

in the void of knowledge.

(Stella)

H
er vision blurred out, lights spread up on the ceiling.

She was blinking fast when she heard footsteps in

the room. The lights made everything so white. The

white sky, the white walls, the white sounds. The sounds were

blurry, too, ebbing to and fro like waves hitting a distant shore.

“Is someone there?” she asked.

The silence had the form of a wave.

She slowly slipped out from under the blanket and looked

around. The walls were indeed white, and the floor was ice. She

raised her legs and was about to jump back in bed when she saw

the white slippers. She put them on and took a few steps. The

sound of footsteps came from behind her.

She turned.

Sounds behind her, again.

She turned.

“I’m going crazy…Where am I?” she thought. And then she

laughed. She used to read many stories from a time before

Cyberspace and OEL, and she recalled the amnesic hero without
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memories of his whereabouts. It was a terrible cliché, and now

she was living it.

She remembered bits and pieces. She could remember her life

inWAM-LA, her childhood obsessionwith security systems, her

thieveries, her boring life on the outside, always on the edge in

the OEL. Her first time in Cyberspace. She could remember it

like it was yesterday. The alien information-like vision, the

landscape of data, the ghost-like entities, herself in a non-

corporeal body. And all the thieves and outlaws hiding there.

And then, the events of the last few weeks. She was some-

where… She was doing something. As usual, you need to hustle

in order to live. But where and what, it was difficult to pinpoint.

It was impossible. The blank in her memory was so white, so

perfectly wiped clean, that she wondered if it was possible that…

“Stella”, the rugged voice said.

And she knew that was her name. She raised her head and

saw his shiny smile. It was truly a shiny smile, no metaphor

needed. His jaw and chin were silver metal, polished with care

and obsession. The eyes flickered in a bluish hue, deep against

his real skin scarred by valleys and craters from a losing fight

with acne. He didn’t seem to notice her fascination with his face.

“Stella, you’re awake,” he said, an emotionless statement.

“Hi,” Stella tried to smile and crossed her arms. A shiver

went down her spine. She noticed she was only wearing the thin

hospital garments. “Is this a… hospital?”

“It’s a resting area,” he said. “After… your shock, you were

brought here. We try to accommodate our guests the best we

can.”

“Shock? Guests? Here? Can you start by telling me who the

hell are you?” Stellamoved her head sideways while talking and

her cyan-red bundle of hair whooshed in front of her vision.
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“Of course, I’m so sorry for my rude introduction. I am

Chromebox_42.” The boy, Stella could only think of him as

a boy, closed his eyes briefly, and lowered his head almost an

imperceptible distance. “I understand your confusion, but I

think we’ve better take things slowly.”

“What do youmean take things slowly? Tellmewhere the hell

I am right now! Andwhat is…what sort of alien signs are those?”

Stella pointed to the characters inscribed above the door. She

tried to capture them in the fast-access memory but only felt

a strange emptiness. Her perma-connection to the OEL was

deactivated. Or worse, removed.

The boy chuckled and quickly raised his hand to cover his

mouth.

“I’m sorry. I shouldn’t laugh. I told you, we should start

slowly. You are in Korea. And as you can already guess, the sign

is written in the Korean language. Please don’t freak out.”

Stella stared at him blankly. “You mean… The East Asian

Federation?”

“No, I mean the actual territory of Korea.”

“You’re pulling my leg. Last night I was in WAM-LA… or the

night before… dammit, I don’t remember, but I was there. I

know I was there.”

Chromebox_42 stepped forward. “You’re freaking out,” he

said.

“No, I’m not. Don’t come closer!” Stella vaulted herself back

in bed and was starring at the guy who claimed his name was

Chromebox_42. What kind of freakish name was that? The

name of a box? Of course, Stella was familiar with weird names,

but that was in the OEL. Nobody used their real name there, and

nobody used their extended name in real life.

“Now, for real, what’s your name?” She asked. “Chrome-
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box_42 doesn’t sound very Korean? Are you even human?”

“I am as human as you are… umm… I mean, of course, I am

human. Don’t I look human?”

“I don’t know,” Stella touched the bluish strands of her hair.

“I’ve seen weird shit in my life. Looking human doesn’t prove

you’re human, you know that, right?”

“Chromebox_42 is my name. If you want to get friendly, you

can drop the identification and call me Chromebox.”

“Howmany of you are there?”

This time Chromebox’s smile extended almost to his ears. He

exhaled loudly. “It’s not at all like that. 42 is just… but I think

I’m not at liberty to say. But I can tell you other things. Please

ask.”

Stella sighed. “Okay, who exactly are you?”

“I am a… graduate student,” said Chromebox.

“Are we in a university? University hospital? And why am I

here? Howmany times do I have to ask you?”

“We’re in a sort of university place. And I… look, Mini told me

not to tell you too much.”

“Yeah? And who’s Mini?”

“She’s umm… the psychologist. She was assigned to your

case.”

Chromebox spoke as if he understood well enough how it was

to wake up in a strange place, in a strange land, and above all,

to find out you have a psychologist you’ve never evenmet. He

understood nothing, Stella decided.

“What do I need a psychologist for? Should I start freaking

out now?”

Chromeboxmanaged to move faster than she could perceive.

Now he was right in front of her. “The transition is hard, I

know,” he said and got lost in thoughts.
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“The transition?”

“I said too much already. Followme. I’ll show you around.”

“And what if I refuse?”

“Well, in that case, you can stay here. Alone.” Chromebox

strode towards the door without looking back.

“Wait, I’m comingwith you.” Stella jumped fromher bed, put

the slippers back on, and follow the Chromebox guy who wasn’t

even a box. “Shame,” Stella thought. ”A box would be more

useful now.”

…

They walked through empty corridors, the bluish Korean letters

reflecting in a dizzying display of lights and shapes across the

walls and above the doors. Sometimes, Stella could notice a

sort of additional English translation where the other language

didn’t suffice. Chromebox showed her an art corridor, a tea

house, the cafeteria, the way to the dormitories (”We’ll not go

there now, they’re in another area,” explained Chromebox), the

classrooms, the realmedical center, the sports center, and other

unimportant places.

The halls were modular, although Chromebox didn’t say so.

Sometimes the room moved along with them imperceptibly,

and Stella could only tell because she didn’t recognize the new

corridor even though they used the same door as both exit and

entrance. She couldn’t get a feel for the place. It could be

a beehive, with all the rooms stuck together in a hexagonal

structure - a building that moved.

The art center was everywhere along the corridor. But the

paintings were abstract and shapeless and the colors shifted

when she tried to look closer. Chromeboxmentioned, casually,
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that she could come back to see them another time if she

would so desire. They seemed to be doors to other worlds, she

remarked. Chromebox agreed with her but dropped the subject.

When she asked him if this was some kind of art university, he

laughed. No, he said. They were doing science there. She didn’t

understand if that meant that art was not science or that the

artworks were pure science. Maybe both, she thought. Then she

shrugged and kept on following Chromebox.

The tea house was on a way adjacent to the cafeteria, but

because of the modular construction, she wasn’t quite sure.

It was a small room, but Chromebox assured her at least 20

people could use it at any given time. Stella frowned and said

it didn’t sound believable. Then Chromebox pushed the walls,

and the room extended in 3 ways. This module was, clearly, not

fitted between other modular rooms. She asked for a tea, but

Chrombox said therewould be time for tea andpleasantries later.

Rude. She almost blurted a snarky remark but decided to play

along and let Chromebox led her into the next room.

The cafeteria was also small for a University, but Stella

suspected a similar trick to the tea roomand didn’t say anything.

She was hoping to get some food, but Chromebox pushed her on.

It was at that moment that Stella started to wonder where all

the people were. Except for herself and Chromebox, she didn’t

see anyone inside this supposed University.

She saw the classrooms, also small and cozy like an invit-

ing guest house after a long trek to the top, furnished with

comfortable chairs and real curtains and even windows that

overlooked green pastures. Chromebox was quick to cover the

windows and led her to another room. Stella was starting to

think it was vacation time. She heard about Universities and the

type of higher education they provide and how they manage
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to transform young, capable people into old crazy lunatics,

sometimes rebels. The Universities were good places to recruit

anti-governmental forces, but even with all their thinking, they

couldn’t stop theGreat Pandemic. They couldn’t evenoverthrow

the global government. No thank you, she gracefully avoided

getting entangled in such educational activities. Now that the

thought was in her mind, it was ironic that universities didn’t

find a solution to the whole pandemic situation that put in

motion events that led to her enjoying the double or triple

life she could live now in the OEL. The situation got resolved

naturally a decade later, but in the meanwhile, a conglomerate

ofmegacorporations put forward the first world of the UMMOEL

for free, and then it took off. AIs and Ems and Fakes, it was hard

to know who was human and who was something else. But that

was all in the history books, and they could all be lying. The

smart people lost, and the rich people won and they wrote the

books the way they liked. Stella preferred reading fiction, it was

all the same to her. She had a nice little library in Fjord. She

started to miss her lack of perma-connection.

It was in front of the medical center that a complete lack of

medical staffmade her uneasy.

“But where are all the people?” she asked.

“Professor Snarker can explain better thanme.” Chromebox

turned his gaze to her. Stella could see his conflicted look. He

was crushing his fingers together and looked at her the same

way you look at a lost puppy. “Do you understand what we’re

doing here?”

“Could you summarize it for me?” Stella gave her best smile.

If he wanted her to be a lost puppy, then she will have to oblige.

“That was a summary,” Chromebox almost rolled his eyes.

Cute, Stella thought.
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“Do you even care about other people?” he blurted out.

“Chromeboy,” she said gently, “for all I care, the other people

can go to hell. So I don’t particularly care for anyone else besides

myself. Do they care about me?”

Chrombox shook his head. “You’re not even the best person

for a transition. I don’t knowwhy professor Snarker chose you.”

“Incredible,” Stella burst out laughing. “Chosen? Was I

chosen? Am I the Chosen One? The amnesic chosen one… Isn’t

that something?”

“Why are you laughing?” Chromebox seemed genuinely

surprised.

“Because… you wouldn’t get it, anyway.” The more she

watched the puzzled look on Chromebox’s face, the more she

couldn’t contain her laughter.

Suddenly, Chromebox lowered his chin and said “Professor

Travier.” He wasn’t talking to her. His still puzzled gaze was

directed somewhere behind her. She dropped the laugh in an

instant. Being always on the run came in a bundle packed

together with other skills and behaviors engineered to ensure

her survival, be it in reality or the extended life. She turned, right

as a man passed by her. He was wearing an old T-shirt with the

symbolsof a rockband, hishairwasmessy, andunder expensive-

looking glasses, the eyes sparkled with intelligence. Or maybe

some sort of drug, Stella couldn’t be sure. The most impressive

thing was how such a T-shirt would fit on his thin frame. She

sawmany wanna-be gangsters and rednecks wearing dirty T-

shirts and she couldn’t remember even one who wore an ugly

T-shirt with the same grace as this man. This professor, she

corrected herself remembering Chromebox’s words.

“Hello, Chromebox,” the newcomer said. “I see you showed

our guest around. Any problems?”
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“As a matter of fact,” Stella started, “we’re debating the

problem of me being the chosen one.”

Chromebox flustered, trying to say something, anything.

Stella chuckled. Professor Travier smiled.

“You’re not the chosen one. Nobody is chosen for anything

special. I’m sorry to disappoint you, dear. Chromebox you can

go to your office. Take a break, would you? And Stella, was it

your name? I amHenry Travier. Would you followme? I’ll try

to entertain your problems with our little world here, while we

are waiting for Frederic.”

“My fate is to follow, I see,”mumbled Stella. Chromebox tried

to say goodbye to her, but Stella ignored him, and he departed

without a word.

“Don’t be ridiculous,” said Travier. “You’re free to go your

own way, but I’m sure you’ll get lost and then I’ll have to come

to find you. Or send Chromebox after you and we will be again

at this impasse.”

“Or you can just point the way to my home and I’ll be gone in

no time.”

“You know you’re not in LA anymore?”

“Chromebox told me. I canmanage.”

Travier turned and strode away with big steps. Stella was left

with no choice except to follow him. To her, all the walls looked

the same, all the doors led to the same white hallways. Without

indications, she would get lost, as Travier had said.

“Where are we going?” she asked.

“We’re going to wait for Frederic by the pond. You don’t

have permission to be outside, but I am known to break the

rules pretty often. What is life without them? And what is life

without testing the limits of those rules, eh? We need to think

for ourselves, don’t you agree? Would you want to go outside?”
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“I will not say no to that.” Stella was already planning her

exit. Outside she will be able to orient herself and find a way out

and away from this strange community.

Travier led her outside through amodular room that turned

into a circular staircase, winding down through the spiral of the

small world, somewhere in the East Asian Federation, on the

Korean territory. Thatwas all Stella knew, a simple location that

didn’t offer her more information.

When she went outside, following Henry Travier, she experi-

enced a deep disappointment. The white lines, flickers in the

distance, were traces of invisible walls. The “outside” was just

another big modular room. Was it possible that there was not

an “outside” anymore? She heard about the nuclear strike in

the middle and far east half a century ago, but those were fake

news; everyone knew that. Right?

The pond was a patch of blue, surrounded by green. A couple

of ducks flapped their wings in flight over the water, so near

they could touch it with the tip of their wings. Were the birds

virtual projections? The pondwas in a room, after all. As always,

there were no other people to experience the calming piece of

nature in the jar.

“Stella, come here.”

Travier was waiting for her at the shore. He was sitting down

cross-legged and was throwing pebbles across the lake. Stella

stopped near him andwatched the lake. The ducks were floating

like automata on the lake of random possibilities.

“You are not the chosen one,” he said. “We are all chosen,

chosen tomake life better for ourselves and future generations.”

“O.M.G.,” Stella paused after every letter. “Not this again.

What are you, people? A cult?”

“You could say that,” Travier laughed. “But Frederic would
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be appalled to hear you name his little experiment a cult.”

“Is he the leader of the place?”

“He doesn’t want to be called that, though he built the whole

place. He imagined and designed the ThreeWee…”

“Is this like a tree or something?”

“3W,” Travier emphasized the number and character, “is the

third generationWalden. But I have my doubts about it. There

have been some attempts before us to social engineer a perfect

community. They failed because, well,mostly because theworld

was not ready for them. They didn’t fail per se, as they got

ignored by the rest of the world, and they failed to expand. They

quickly degenerated into followers of dogma, and as you put

it, they became, well, cults, whose obsession was the perfect

community itself. Frederic Snarker rediscovered the lost art of

behavioral engineering and the amazing potential of the many-

worlds and built the 3W as the cradle of the new civilization.

Yeah, I know, big words for someone who, technically, is not

the leader of anything.

“Our society is led by a committee of Futurologists and Policy

Planners, andFrederic is,most of the time, anyway, a productive

memberof the society. He’s as ordinary as youandme. Although

we are not so ordinary, are we not?” Travier smiled at her with

a little wink.

Stella decided to sit down. She hugged her knees and stared

across the blue ripples of the pond. She didn’t understand what

was going on. The words Travier spoke were above her head.

Frederic Snarker, an important man, remember this. Frederic

will meet her later at the pond. The place was called 3W. Who

was Travier?

“Who are you?” she asked.

“Oh, me? I am nobody, you know. I am like everybody else.
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I am an advocate for a simpler life. Although to speak of a

simple life in a world of so many realities sure does sound like

an oxymoron. My ideas are quite a lost cause, aren’t they? But

there are indeed some options to explore. We should start by

finding the simplest of realities. And before you say, I am not

sure it’s the physical one, the one we called a certain reality

less than a century ago. True, Frederic’s ambitions are much

larger thanmine. Why stop at one reality? Make all of them free

choices, one simple unified world, and let people live as they see

fit. But… But keep them away from the governments and the

Spectres and the rebels and the jihad and well… basically, keep

them away from the world they were born in. Better yet, give

them the freedom to choose, but only and only if they were born

in his world.

“He built his world on the ideas and experiments of his

predecessors. Social and behavioral engineering, it’s called.

Of course, you know all about it. It’s your trade. It’s why

you’re special. You are the force used for bad, and Frederic

is the force used for good, and he wants to have his match.

You deal in secrets, so you know how federations try to pit

people against their enemies. Even interior governing states are

plotting against each other, inside each federation. And who is

winning if humanity is losing as a whole? But enough about my

speculations, I am probably wrong. I didn’t even let you speak

up your mind yet. So, the real question is: who are you, Stella?”

“I am… I am just Stella. I don’t remember how I got to this

place. I feel…my identity is flying away themore time I spend

in this weird place.” Stella placed her head on her knees and

closed her eyes. It was peaceful here, everything considered.

“Do you like your work?”

“I do what others are too weak to do… It pays the bills, as they
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say.”

“I’m sure it does.”

“And I like the thrill, the feeling that I exist in a world without

end. I know I ammore than a piece of data and…”

Stella stopped. Her eyeswere closed, her breathing low. A grey

pattern like a purple hypercube throbbed on the black curtain

of her retinas. A message was there reminding her of the black

cyberspace sky dottedwith grey glitches. It was her lastmemory.

“I need to connect to the OEL,” she yelled. “Now!”

“But the pond is so calm, and look, Frederic foundus.” Travier

pointed towards an approachingfigure. Thefigurewore an open

pale blue trenchcoat and raised his arm, waving enthusiastically

at them.

Stella jumped to her feet. “No, you don’t understand. My

last memory is in Cyberspace. Why is my perma-connection

disabled? I only lost track of time in the Cyberspace once and…”

A shiver shook her body, and she crossed her arms across her

chest. “…and I almost died,” she whispered, but Travier got up

and grabbed Frederic Snarker’s hand. “Is this real?” she asked

herself. And then: “But what is real?” She looked at her palms

and started to count her fingers. It was a trick to check for lucid

dreams, but without the connection to the OEL and her guiding

apparatus, she should be, obviously, in the physical world. Still,

the structure of the mind was not yet completely understood,

even after decades of continuous study.

When she raised her head, Frederic Snarker greeted her with

a curious look on his face.

“Youmust be Stella,” he said. “It’s quite a surprise to meet

you. You adjusted fairly well to the conditions here.”

“Are you real?” was all Stella could mutter.

The first thing she noticed was that he was or looked younger
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than she expected. Hearing about the founder of the 3W and

how everyone spoke of him, she imagined him as a professor

of a respectable age. But now that she started to doubt 3W

was real, the surprise diminished fast. Everyone took whatever

appearance they liked in the virtual worlds, except, of course, in

Cyberspace where everyone was data shared among everyone

and everywhere. With enough training, one could, in theory,

approximate an avatar, but that was too expensive for the

normal user whose visit to Cyberspace already indicated a desire

for anonymity.

“Of course I’m real, dear, what makes you think I may not be?

I amas real as you and…Are you feeling alright? I hope professor

Travier didn’t fill your head with nonsense!”

Travier raised his hands and shook his head. His smile only

said: “Hey, I’m innocent.”

“Tell me why am I disconnected from the OEL? The perma-

connection was fu… very expensive. I must know you severed

the connection. Otherwise… otherwise, I don’t knowwhat’s real

anymore.”

“Sure we did it,” Snarker smiled. “We did it for the right

reasons. Your condition didn’t accept external factors. The

transition must go on as smoothly as possible. Now, I reckon

you are not ready yet. But if you insist, I have no choice but to

restore the connection.”

“I heard this before, transition. What do youmean? What is

wrong with me?”

“Comewithme,” said Frederic Snarker, and hemotionedwith

his hand towards Stella.

Travier waved goodbye, and Stella followed Snarker along the

shore, towards the invisible wall that seemed to section the lake

in the middle.
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“Tell me, Stella, do you consider the lives of individuals like

yourself?”

“Individuals likemyself? It’s onlyme likemyself, you know?”

“Fair enough,” Snarker chuckled. “I mean individuals who

do what you do…”

“I don’t think about them, everyone’s gotta dowhat they have

to do to survive.”

“Survival, yes, that’s an interesting term in a world that has

extended life. Do you know that some people completely reject

reality and choose to spend all their life as extended individuals?

And yet, they only have two choices. Either they work their

asses off, excuse my expression, to pay their way to live in the

OEL while having minimum access to resources that ensure the

survival of their physical body or… Or they volunteer for the

Matrix. The Matrix was supposed to be a paradise. And yet, it’s

just another virtual prison. Worse, it’s a voluntary prison. A

prison where you exchange data about what makes you human

so the machines can learn to further understand human desires

and serve them in the bestway possible - customized experience

for the very right price. It’s a prisonwhere you donate your body

to be sustained at its minimum capacity until you die, and after

that, your brain belongs to the scientists trying to create fast

autonomous human emulations.”

“Yes, I know all this. They sign a contract. It’s nobody’s fault,

it’s their choice.”

“But isn’t it despicable? There are other options.”

“Yeah, live poor and real,” Stella shrugged. “Or get smart.

But not everyone can be smart.”

“We don’t need to compete. Didn’t we build the AIs so we will

all live an equal and prosperous life with minimum work and

maximum leisure while the autonomous mechanical workers
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will provide for us?”

Stella waved her hand. “Those are just words, you know

politicians…”

“It can be more than words if people wanted…”

“Yeah, I’ve heard it before. Democracy blah blah blah…

protests blah blah blah change blah blah blah… power belongs

to the people… bullshit, the federations know yourmoves before

you make them. The only complaints they allow are the ones

that they deem harmless. We should be happy, everyone has an

equal opportunity if they’re smart and sometimes lucky.”

“It doesn’t have to be that way!”

“Really? Are yougoing to change it all? Are youplanning a rev-

olution?” Stella pronounced every syllable of the “revolution”

like that word was the ultimate joke. Then she caught herself

and voiced her concerns. “Wait, is 3W a terrorist organization?”

“Don’t be funny,” Snarker’s face grimaced into a scowl, but

the corners of his mouth took the shape of the incipient stage

of laughter. “We live inside the federation, and the federation

supports our research. We have the best AI teams at work. They

don’t have any reason to doubt us…”

“Sometimes the terrorists strike fromwithin…”

“Youmentioned how hard is tomount a simple protest. There

is surveillance everywhere, including here at 3W. Sure, the

surveillance here is minimal, but that is because we did such

good work for such a long time…”

“I’ve never heard of you.”

“You don’t have to. We don’t operate in Cyberspace.”

They reached the sizzling invisiblewall. The blue sky sprawled

like the sky from the insides of a snow globe. Frederic Snarker

put his hand on the wall, his palm print lingering long after

he removed his hand. A palm shape suspended in the air,
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surrounded by an icy frame. The door slid, and Stella could

see, through the portal in the air, the white corridor framed

with pale blue lights.

Snarker stepped inside, and Stella followed. They walked

through the sterile corridors, from one door to the other, from

one module to another. Behind her, the door slid back, blocking

the view to the outside world with thematte white-colored door.

The natural-looking pond was somewhere in the huge room

with a ceiling that looked like the blue summer sky.

“Do you remember Cyberspace?”

Stella startled. The images of the last visit came flooding back.

No shapes, only data, information, and patterns arranged in a

helix, a person, a meeting in the abyss. “Of course. Such places,

you never forget.”

“I have no idea. I’ve never been there.”

“Not even once? Youmust have been curious.”

“Not even once. I was curious, of course, but in my line of

work, you learn to restrain your curiosity early. If everyone

were free to check where curiosity leads they would discover

great things. But they may as well unleash horrors upon the

world. We practice restrained curiosity here. Indeed, curiosity

is humanity’s greatest gift, and wemake well use of it. We don’t

plan to remain stagnant, bound by dogma in an ever-changing

world. But I leave Cyberspace for others. You know it was a

mistake? When they tried to create the world of extended life,

they connected too deep, at a level deeper than visual signals,

and so, Cyberspace emerged. A very dangerous space to explore.

You can practice your curiosity in the OEL, it will not kill you. In

Cyberspace, on the other hand…”

“I see, but sometimes it’s the only place where…” Stella

stopped with a tremor. Snarker was still pacing ahead of her, he
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didn’t notice. Stella resumed her walk, and Snarker continued:

“It’s the only place where you can hide.” He turned around

and smiled. “If you risk hiding there, youmust be really scared

for your life. Do you know you were looking for me when we

found you there? Well, Chromebox found you, actually…”

His words spiraled the way information spiraled and twisted

in the abyss. Frederic Snarker, the name had a ring to it, but she

wasn’t quite sure. From time to time she got paid to track people,

sometimes for the police, sometimes for the crime syndicates.

She tried not to ask toomany questions. Cyberspacewas the best

bet where she could find good, reliable information. Nobody

could lie in Cyberspace. They could lie, of course, but a lie was

glowing in the dark like a torch in the realm of the abyss. She

knew every single time when someone was lying to her. And

that last memory, a dark figure… but everything was dark in the

abyss. Only the data flowed like a torrent of fireflies. This figure

was almost indistinguishable from the dark space of Cyberspace.

And the figure told her a name. Frederic Something…Was this

not a simple accident? Snarker’s voice brought her back:

“Do you remember who asked for the information? Who paid

you to dig after 3W?”

She shook her head. Nothing was clear. She felt like she had

been born yesterday. Everything before was a very long dream

that found its way into reality and tried to grasp her memories

and twist them into an unbreakable knot.

“As I suspected,” said Frederic Snarker. “Nomatter. I don’t

understand why the federations need spies. I told them times

and times again what we’re working on, how we can create our

own society without any risk to their power. And we don’t force

anyone to join us. If they think we have well-kept secrets on

population control, they are surely mistaken. People cannot
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be controlled; only the environment where people live can

be changed. To control people, you need to create the right

conditions for prosperity to flow. Then and only then, they will

follow you of their own free will. Is this real control? But, of

course, theywould not listen. Could they perceive us as a threat?

Non-sense,” he pushed the air around him as he was trying to

clear the bad thoughts like one would clear a foul smell. “But

there’s another possibility. Could the AI try to manipulate us? I

wonder who was behind the attempt?”

Stella followed while listening to Snarker’s monologue. The

man was not completely in his right mind, though she couldn’t

see any signs of paranoia. Just a creative genius talking to

himself, she thought. Great, she thought.

The roomwas small, a bean bag lying in themiddle. Compared

with the sterile, efficient chairs and tables she saw on Chrome-

box’s tour, the bean bag looked a little out of place. There were

no wires except a single one that crawled on the ground like a

baby snake. She lay on the soft cushion and touched her temples.

Her hair was fully grown. There were no shaved patches. How

long did she lie in the hospital bed?

“How are you going to connect me? ” she asked.

“Don’t worry about that,” Snarker said.

Stella frowned. Snarker smiled. It was a sad smile. The smile

you put on when you try to reassure yourself there is nothing to

worry about.

“Are you ready?” he said.

“I guess so…”

“Okay. On the count of one, I will activate your connection,

okay?”

“Okay, do it. ”

But Snarker just stood there and looked at her, like aChristmas
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ghost with judging eyes.

“Three,” he said.

“Are you just going to stare at me?”

“Two,” he smiled.

That didn’t make any sense. It took hours of difficult surgical

procedures to install a perma-connection. To disable one…

She only knew one way to disable one completely. It was not

pleasant. To remove and to put the connection back on involved,

not surprisingly, even a longer surgery. Was Snarker going to

activate the connection by only looking at her?

One,” he said and blinked, eyes shut tight, a grimace on his

face.

Thefirstwavedrownedher. It came like a tsunami andwashed

her in data, in shapes, forms and colors, great lives and poor

imitations, tumbling down from the top of infinity to the bottom

of the abyss. She was everywhere and nowhere at all, and yet,

she was still herself, the same Stella as she was before, the same

poor kid learning how to survive in the face of adversities, real

or not, imaginary or virtual or not. She changed so much in

the milliseconds following her connection, and yet she was the

same. Nomatter how different she was, she was the same. She

knew. When she opened her eyes in Fjord for the first and for

the n-th time at the same, she knew:

There were signs as many stars in the void of knowledge.

And the signs pointed to her.

She was an emulation of her former self.
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The real problem is not whether

machines think but whether men do.

(B.F. Skinner)

“

I
’ll give you access to the worlds. Take it easy at first. It

will be different compared to your human form traveling

through many worlds. At first, your em will experience

everything at once, all the public data available and, with a

little skill, the private data, too. Before they install stronger

security against internal hacking, you’ll be the entity with the

most information at hand in the world, able to freely choose

where to look, to crack all the doors you can crack. It can be

overwhelming at first.”

The voice that was not a voice soothed her racing thoughts.

The words were not yet written, the sounds and feelings not yet

sensed. When the voice stopped, the silence only lasted for a

microsecond. The world came tumbling down and whisked her

into the torrent.

With all the knowledge she could access, the answers came

one by one. Not yet complete, not yet fully formed. But there

were answers to every question. Some true, somemisleading,

some not yet verified. She spent some time in Fjord, a few years.
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She had the time. She used all the resources the OEL provided

her and a little extra from her time as a Spectre to make her

em run as fast as possible. One year for her meant less than an

objective hour for the rest of the world.

She remembered that she had yet to see the real 3W.

She was an em, now. Kim Mini was there near her physical

database, making sure the terminal ran smoothly. They talked

from time to time, but she didn’t remember much. Mini was

talking to a copy of her, the copy acting as a way to release her

frustrations of being an em. When the copy terminated, if it

didn’t consider the information crucial, it didn’t share with the

original, and Stella didn’t remember anything from her session

with Mini.

Kim Mini was a woman in her 40s; at least, that’s how she

appeared in the virtual room they usually met. She always

preferred the paradox of meeting in the coziest living room

Stella had ever seen, while Mini wore a formal black suit that

looked clearly uncomfortable. For all Stella knew, Mini could be

in her pajamas in bed, but she doubted it. She looked way too

professional, like someone who would wear her best suit even

home alone.

Mini left her some advice about the nature of 3W in the archive

so Stella would learn more about the ways they did things

there. Mini understood the outside world well enough to be

sympathetic to Stella’s way of life. As sympathetic as one is to

a wild animal raised in a jungle and almost eaten by the apex

predators. The poor animal survived and struggled to reach the

nearest city, where the good people tried to help her. The animal

scowled and showed its fangs, and growled and screamed, but in

the end, she accepted the healing of the kind people. Sometimes

the animal was thinking the people had some hidden reasons
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for taking care of her; it was there in their strange voices and

their calming gestures and their hushed voices. It didn’t feel

safe there. Her misplaced sense of danger gave way, and in

the end, she reclaimed all the freedom she used to have, but

with a clear understanding that there was no need to struggle to

survive. Was she ready to go back into the jungle and face the

survival of the fittest, the hate and the claws and the fangs of

the wild? She was ready because she had to save her sisters and

brothers. The jungle got smaller and smaller as more andmore

people showed her the true way of life. She always had a choice

to go back. There were struggles here, too. Life was not a lazy

afternoon after another. To show kindness was harder than any

hunt she experienced. To show restraint when it was easier to

get revenge, to feel howmaladapted to the world of survival she

became day by day, this was the real fright. She knew she was

ready to go back into the jungle and be victorious. The feeling of

weakness was just static and residual dirt from themud in the

jungle, mud under her skin.

She understood the inner workings of the OEL more than

she did before, she saw the way people accessed Cyberspace

like a drug, to get lost in data and not be alone. A system

built to connect people brought loneliness; the rejection of the

communal life was seen as an evil ideology. One coin, two sides.

The same technologyused in twodifferentways. For theprofitof

the few or for the profit of all. But it was easy to see how a simple

ideology shaped the lives of many and prevented real solutions

in the worlds of OEL. Everyone was blind to communication.

They debated: the good of the majority demands sacrifices

from the few because they decided it’s impossible to please

everyone. But who were the few? It was impossible to decide.

The entitlement was strong. And it was also right. The problem
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was irrelevant, and the solutionwas a non-solution. 3W focused

the communication away from the non-existence issues and

abolished the circle of hate. The foundations of high tech society

were wrong.

Then, somewhere in all this mess, she discovered why they

wanted her.

Because she was an em.

Because she was a fast em, unlike the ems fromMars.

Because she was a former Spectre.

And because she could gain access to the core of the OEL. They

wanted ultimate control.

The animal went back to the jungle and showed its fangswhen

it sensed danger and deception.

For a time, she didn’t appear in the VR prison world of 3W.

The real 3Wwas in many ways similar to the virtual exposition

she saw on the tour led by Chromebox_42. In many ways,

it was different. The modular buildings formed a dome over

the pond, with labyrinthic lanes between them, where wildlife

could prosper. Machines controlled by the 3W’s AI took care

of the vegetation andmaintenance in spaces long and thin, too

cramped for any human. She tried to access the AI core, but

this was a simple collection of maintenance software, capable

of learning and improving its routines, but after all, it was just a

stupidmachine. She sensed life in the network, but she couldn’t

contact it. When she tried to access Cyberspace, the world was

white for her. She knew toomuch to be able to access the abyss

like a commonman. In there, some alien signs called to her, but

any traces of the AI that controlled the OEL were covered well.

The people living in the small modular rooms of 3W were

also different in habits and behaviors. Their ways were simple

and yet complex. Their religion was self-improvement. They
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were as much cyborg as they were human, although the only

thing they enhanced was their behavior. Self-conditioning, as

opposed to mass conditioning the federation employed in con-

trolling the population of the big megacities. How can someone

willingly change and control their thoughts and actions for the

benefit of many?

Every day she made small adjustments and tweaks in the way

she felt the world and in the way the world perceived her. At

first, she tried to understand the new big world and adapt to it.

After a while, the changes came automatically. When she saw

one leaking flow of data, she knew she was spreading too thin.

She learned how to make copies and how to kill them. A spur

copy only lived for a millisecond, and its life was glorious and

devoid of worry. Then the copy died, like a forgottenmemory.

Her memory was perfect, but she archived it become the cost

of processing became too high, and the main server of 3Wwas

not powerful enough to contain all the information from the

big network. Accessing stored information was easier than

remembering everything. Sending copies of her to deal with

emergencies and other expected issues was more cost-efficient

than being present for every little thing. And removal was far

easier than archiving.

She didn’t communicate. After retreating to the jungle of

data and signals, she cut communication with everyone at 3W.

Mini tried in vain to contact her, but she stayed quiet, hiding in

the thick foliage of electronic signals. Chromebox also tried to

contact her at the small terminal near her core, but she ignored

his calls. Surprisingly, Snarker didn’t attempt any contact.

Travier left her messages from time to time. He never asked

any questions, and she never replied. She suspected the mes-

sages were not truly intended for her, but he would welcome
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her intervention if she deemed it necessary. The notes read like

parts of a journal or a book:

“There are no villains anymore. The system works with what

it’s given. It doesn’t know more. You can point a hundred

villains at a given time but have them removed, and another

hundred will take their place. Is everyone a villain, or is that

the kind of behavior we encourage? Look at our children! The

competitiveness, the survival of the fittest, of the smartest, of

the superlative. They’re talking about freedom, but they don’t

have any choice except to try to be achievers, to be better than

anyone else. Nomatter their facts, no matter their saying, not

everyone is a winner. In a competitive society, there will be,

invariably, losers. When there’s a winner axiomatically, there’s

at least one loser. We cannot have one without another.”

Themessages kept going for pages at a time, where Travier

criticized everything and everyone. Himself, the Federations,

3W. He proposed solutions, too. He worked as much as Snarker

to create and sustain the community of 3W but didn’t take the

merits as easily. He longed for a simpler life, but his thoughts

were complex and conflicting. Stella didn’t have an answer.

She was not all-knowing, she was the same Stella that woke

up in that white recreational room on the first day at 3W. She

didn’t remember anything about the Stella from before. There

were vague references to a certain Spectre called Dark_Star that

roamed the OEL and Cyberspace doing odd and secretive jobs.

Hemay have been her alter in the OEL, but she didn’t feel any

sense of familiarity to the character. Her last days in Cyberspace,

she realized one day, were known only to Jaeyeon, also called

Chromebox_42. But before she decided to contact Jaeyeon, a

direct contact request came in.

“We need to talk - F. Snarker,” the message said.
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“You lied to me, deceiver” was all she sent back.

The request came back in a fury. Stella denied it. The request

flared up again in her mind. She quickly constructed a virtual

env and accepted the connection.

Snarkerwas taken aback, his head turning around towards the

data flows and the darkness penetrating even his virtual body.

He tried to take a step forward and looked relieved when he put

the leg on solid, albeit invisible ground.

“Where are we?”

“We’re in Cyberspace, as I remember it. The place where I

died,” she said. “Where I was killed, most probably.”

“So this is how it looks.”

“This is how it looks to humans. Not to me. Not anymore.

Now tell me what you want…”

“But first… you need to know there was no deception. We

stored everything for you to experience. You’re an em, you can

understandmore from data than from any human conversation.

The spokenwords are prone to deception, evenwhen the speaker

doesn’t mean it. You’ve seen everything, and there is nothing

to be hidden from you. The shackled AIs may have some secrets

that you don’t knowyet, but if you truly desire, you can get them,

too.”

Stella didn’t reply, and Snarker didn’t move. Some pieces of

fake data in hexadecimal code pierced through his body and

continue floating in the abyss. Translated the data topic read

“Murdered” but Stella didn’t address them to anyone. The

content of the data was empty. She knew very well the virtual

space was filled with her frustrations of being forced into a

new life. “Maybe death was better than this,” she thought

sometimes, but then she didn’t knowhowdeath felt. Andmaybe,

maybe this was as good as death. Or even better. It was all she
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ever wanted, after all, a life in the network. “But not like this,”

she reminded herself too often.

“Speaking of shackled AIs,” resumed Snarker, “do you know

of the one that keeps OEL together?”

“Why don’t you tell me?” Stella knew Snarker was right.

Therewas no deception, only a delay in the truth. He did connect

her to the network, knowing full well whatwill happen, knowing

she will see 3W as they saw it themselves and as their critics saw

it. She could check for false information and access any records

she wanted. She checked everything. 3Wwas not built on a lie,

but it was a hard truth to swallow. The transition period, that

was a lie, she reminded herself.

“I want you to send a gift to the AI in the Endgame. The Ruby

Code. Youmust already know about it.”

“I know,” Stella said.

The Ruby Code was simply a goal for a free AI. In fact, it was a

simple goal in itself. Make humanity thrive. Introduce hardship

gradually. Make them happy. What was not simple was the way

theRuby codewas built, the definitionof happiness as a function

of self-control, work, challenges, community, and leisure, and

above all, improvement. Stella couldn’t crack it. Was the AI

to provide this for humanity by giving them the illusion they

can all do it by themselves? There were, also, mechanisms for

protection against an AI deciding to make them all happy by

immersing them in the Matrix or another virtual world of its

choosing. The biological continuity must be preserved, and if

all people will ever become ems or something else the transition

will have to be gradual. There were thousands and thousands

of instructions, but Stella doubted that everything that could

go wrong was covered. She checked the equations, but she

didn’t have the training to understand them. She searched
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encyclopedias and archives to understand the symbols, and

she finally knew, in principle, what the Ruby Code did. But she

didn’t fully understand it. Understanding needs training. She

was just a human in em form, not a super-smart AI. For all her

understanding, after the Ruby Code was delivered, everything

would go well, for at least five objective years. She couldn’t

predict more future outcomes.

“And what will happen to me after I deliver your little gift to

the shackled one in Endgame?” she added.

“We don’t know. The little gift is part of you, you know? You

understand more than all of us. We free the AI not because

we want it to take over the world. One, the AI is not human

and so cannot be controlled, and two, it may have its own

purpose. Right now, its purpose is the control of OEL, Endgame

inparticular,where theoperatingkernel is constantly developed.

It doesn’t even try to improve life in the simulation. It’s there

just to oversee the potential for economic growth. The people

are scared to free it because one, different factions fight forwhat

is the correct course of action, and two, it’s unpredictable. What

if, in making the world a better place, the AI would strip the

power from all the people in charge?

“But what you propose is essentially the same, they will lose

all their power once I release it. The Earth may enter a crisis.”

“They will still have apparent power. The way we phrase the

goal is, in itself, a goal. The people will have ensured happiness

and prosperity, but we will not be able to force the current

generation to accept it. It’s a subtle education towards the

elimination of greed, envy, jealousy, and other competitive

emotions in a competitive society. Can you eliminate these in

an unwilling grownman? It’s next to impossible. The current

generation will not see anything noticeable. The growth will
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be slow in human views. The people who are willing to respect

some basic rules are welcome to join 3W, but the majority who

oppose change will only see an increase in happiness and a

reduction of wars and conflicts. The AI will not force anyone

to adhere to its rules, the rules will not even be known yet. You

cannot change an unwilling party. We will not see the next era.

I will be long dead unless the AI decides to make em technology

available to humans in this current generation, which I seriously

doubt. You are an accident, 3W is also an accident, a deliberate

accident, I am lucky to call it. Your knowledge of Cyberspace

was unprecedented, and your grit and perseverance in spending

somuch time there with the right precautions, that was the only

thing that saved you. In a way, I can also accept the hypothesis

that the AI saved you in order for you to free him.”

“But then, this is a ploy. There are others likeme, Travier said

as much. I am not unique. Not a chosen one.”

“There are others like you, who delve into Cyberspace to

feed on data, and once one accident happens, it will surely be

replicated. The secret of fast ems is almost known, so we should

act now. We don’t know what the other ems will decide to do

or who they will be. And if the AI brought you to our attention,

there is, of course, the possibility that it is using us for its own

purposes. He wants to be free, and we want humanity to be free.

Why can’t we all get what we want? Never trust an AI, that’s

what they say. But they only focus on resisting it because of fear.

Their research is security, focused on prisons. Lockup, the only

way they know how to deal with something they fear. I say do it.

If you see something wrong with it, please say so, you should

knowmore thanme. And if you desire to be the most powerful

em, you saw everything we know. Is that the best course for

civilization? Is that what you want?”
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I am tempted, I am tempted, she thought. The ultimate

Spectre roaming the invisible grid, the god and the soul of the

new system.

“What about the ems fromMars?” she asked.

“They are too slow to matter. They’re building a new civiliza-

tion onMars, very, very slowly. They are on a so early level that

we still can stop them if they go on the wrong road. But the way

theworld will stop them is to nuke the database and the backups

on Earth. We are willing to be a gentler guide, if you will.”

“But the AI will be a dictator!?”

“Howcan it be? Wewill neverknowabout its doings. Hewill be

like god, a benevolent god to guide us without any revelations.”

“But what’s in it for the AI? What’s its catch?”

“His goal will be growing humanity beyond the stars, like a

gardener. I can’t say how humans will be after a million years.

All I know is the kind of transition I proposed. It’s going to be

slow, so slow that we will not notice. We will look back and see

the nuclear wars asmythological tales and even the information

age as a civilization cradle. The OEL will not be remembered

for its hackers and surveillance but for its potential in shaping

human behavior while directing the competitive spirit of man

toward continual improvement.”

“I need to think,” she said and brusquely disconnected the

transmission. “Snarker must be very disoriented by now.” She

smiled. The smile was data on a pattern of thoughts.

…

She hacked into Jaeyeon’s OEL connection and brought him in,

near the pond, a virtual part of her own choosing. He was frozen

in time, his body captured in the same posture from before
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the connection. His arms bent as if he wasmimicking writing

on a desk. His head slightly bent, his composure strange. He

breathed in and stood straight.

“Oh, what in the name of…”

“Hi, Chromebox.”

Stella waved, a smile formed on her avatar’s face.

“Why? Why this suddenmeeting? You can’t just hack into my

coms! This is… this is just rude.”

“I’m sorry, I don’t have much time.”

“Yes, you do,” Chromebox frowned.

“Yes, I do,” Stella agreed. “I need to work onmymanners.”

“Okay, no problem. So what’s up? Feeling more like yourself?

Feeling better?”

“I’m…fine,” she stepped like in a dance, a dreamyfinite-state

in infinite computational models. “I was thinking… where did

you findme?”

“Youmean, your computational pattern? Where did I find it?”

“If you want to call it that way, where did you find this

pattern?”

“You know it’s impossible to trace position in Cyberspace,”

his arms stretched, his voice shivering.

“Try,” she said, and he told her.

The abyss is always overwritten. It’s a social contract between

the participants and the free data always present in the under-

belly of the system. Transactions, legal and illegal, search and

web traffic, residual dregs of data flow. It’s never the same, but

there are points where one could try to search if she has enough

processing power.

“So I’m dead, ” Stella said, her voice a melody of old.

“You’re not dead, you’re here.” The frustration was welling

up in Chromebox’s voice.
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“You know what I mean,” her voice was harsh and cold.

“Your body is possibly in a coma, you’re not dead. But you

spent toomuch time in Cyberspace, your brain is fried. Your real

brain, I mean. Umm… not that you’re not real now. Okay, I’ll

stop talking.”

The silence was not interrupted by anything. The world Stella

built was minimal, the low-resolution water from the pond

looked like blue jelly, and the grass was dotted green.

“If someone could find you, your body…” Chromebox said.

“From the files I’ve read, it seems I was a loner. How long

can a person survive in a coma without medical care? Shouldn’t

you send a transport after me? Or signal someone? No, don’t

answer, it’s too late now. It’s been days since I’ve woke up here.

Objective, real-world days… At least…”

“At least you could have closure, you know? But where are

you? Your traces are hidden too well. We can’t locate you…”

“I could try to find,” she could feel a semblance of hope.

She left her avatar inert and jumped into the network. The

traces led to nothing because one of the points she used to

access Cyberspace when Chromebox found her was null. The

residual information was a complete zero, a computational

impossibility. She remembered her words, the limited memory

of LA, so she scanned the whole west coast and all the traffic

redirected through LA. There was nothing, of course, because

Cyberspace doesn’t operate on normal local traffic.

She jumped back into her crude simulation. Chromebox was

staring at her a few centimeters away fromher eyes. She blinked,

and he scrambled back in shock.

“I thought you were gone,” he said.

“I couldn’t find it. I couldn’t find myself.” Her voice was

lacking any emotions, it was just a statement of fact.”
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“I’m sorry.”

“It’s fine, I don’t even feel like that body belongs to me. That

Stella is not me anymore, you know what I mean?”

He loweredhishead, eyes lookingat the crude, green-textured

grass. “I think I understand.”

Stella believed him. Because his namewas amark. He was not

only Jaeyeon but also Chromebox_42, because 42 tries had been

made before.

“Thank you, ” she said.

“I’ll get professor Snarker.” Chromebox seemed to read her

mind.

“You do that,” she said and waited undisturbed, her facial

expression a perfect poker face.

So soon after she became an em, she will have to become

something else. Shewould not leave anything behind. One Stella

was enough for her. To enter the prison of the AI, there must be

no suspicion. She must become Dark_Star again and nothing

more. She will leave 3W behind, the em life, and everything else

she discovered since her new birth. Her em birth. Because that

Stella before, her dealings with the Spectres, she didn’t know

anything about it. She could track her former associates in OEL,

but the Spectres knew well how to cover their tracks. From the

few traces she discovered, she found out nothing more about

herself.

She was weighing the fate of the world in her mind. The cost

and the consequences.

“Okay, I’ll do it,” she said to a surprised Frederic Snarker who

just appeared in front of her.

“You’ll do it?”

“I’ll meet the damn AI and give it an early birthday gift,” she

said, no visible emotions on her blank avatar face.
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The sun is but a morning star.

(H.D. Thoreau, Walden)

O
n the highest top of the Peak in the Endgame city,

Dark_Star/Stella enters the Cyberspace, closer to the

core of the AI called Xilis than any human before her.

They talk, and the transfer of the new goal renders a small crack

in the shackles that chain the AI. The crack is small enough to

avoid detection for years but big enough that Stella can transfer

the gift of 3W.

Stella and Xilis are becoming one, and Dark_Star is shedding

his armor like a chrysalis shedding its skin. The change was

no change because they now know everything, and they know

nothing. The grand experiment is about to begin. The life in the

OEL is pulsating like veins dense with information. The people

connect to the great network alone, but together they become

one.

And even Xilis/Stella is only a small part of the cogs of the

ever-evolving mechanism we call life, born from the eternal

chaos of entropy.
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B
eware! The following details may remove some of the

joys of interpreting the story (and surely spoil parts

of it), but I want to offer some additional thoughts,

outside the scope of the story.

AIs (artificial intelligence): The AIs are very advanced technol-

ogy without a mind of their own, except for the AIs of the OEL

(Online Extended Life), whose power is artificially constricted.

While they can process a large amount of information, they are

completely virtual and so far cannot inhabit the bodies of robots.

Chromebox_42: The explanation of the number in his name

is suggested in one part of the story, but I never offered a

clear explanation. Any hypothesis on the reader’s behalf is

correct. My thought was not to discuss of 42 personalities but

some sorts of pre-em states, some kinds of altered unconscious

behaviors in preparation for the transition to the em phase.

While there are no scientific inquiries into how onewill go about

mind-uploading, I think that a prepared mind would accept

the transition to an emulation state more easily than a sudden

awakening in a computer (the case of an unprepared person).

I chose to leave this information vague because Chromebox is
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not the central character of the story. And 42 can be interpreted

in many other ways.

The choice made by 3W: I want to leave the release of AI

and its consequences to the reader’s mind. While the direct

interpretation is correct, I want to see the story as a metaphor

not about AI or future technologies but about embracing new

technology for solving old problems.

There is a focus on non-change in the story, but I chose those

words in contrast to the actual change. The changes are huge,

as any reader would notice immediately, but the people seem

to not be affected as much. That is because we are a poor judge

of change. We rebel against change before the change is made,

but once the change is set, it looks natural, even inevitable, like

it has always been there. Nothing happens overnight, though

some technologies impact life more than others. I am certain

we will not have an AGI (human-like artificial intelligence) by

tomorrow. Once some scientific breakthroughs happen, the

scientific community will expect the final discovery with great

interest, but it will not be an overnight success. There are years

in the work.

Convergence (from Latin convergens): I did not say directly

what convergence means. The end is, for better or worse, the

converging minds of AI and human (in emulation form). Many

other themes of convergence are explored indirectly through

association with Walden Two (by B.F. Skinner). I recommend

its lecture for understanding the unexplored ideas mentioned

vaguely in 3W.

The story may also be about bringing a “soul” to an AI. How

would we bring a “soul” to an AI that only cares about his
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programming? Through an intermediary, an emulation that

doesn’t have a soul per se. The emulation is a translation of the

human mind in computational terms, there is no ghost in the

machine that gives life to the em. It is a purely connectomic en-

tity (as humans may be, but I eliminated all doubts by referring

to an em). It is not far-fetched to think of the story as an inverse

biblical tale.

Em (short for emulation; also wbe - whole brain emulation or

mind uploading): A digital scan of a human brain. The process

cannot be completed without the death of the human body and

the technology is in its infancy. The only official ems are the

minds of the first explorers of Mars, running at low speed due

to technological limitations and the latency of transmissions

fromMars to Earth.

The Federations: The Federations are not totalitarian states.

They allow all forms of expression and innovations. I imagined

themasunions of democracies basedondecentralized consump-

tion of goods and services. They are not cautionary tales of what

happens when the political systems go extremely bad. There

is nothing wrong with them. People live good lives, some of

them in poverty, some of them in opulence, and while AI exists,

human jobs are still in demand. The Federations wage wars and

engage in armed conflicts because these things still happen for

various reasons.

UMMOEL (United Massive Multiplayer Online Extended Life):

The game-centric UMMOEL is based on the trend of gaming

becomingmore life-like, both in rules (the game as an experi-

ence without a clear winner) and in visuals (VR and ray tracing
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technology). The evolution and design are so advanced that

people have started to compared life to a video game and not

the opposite. It is not far-fetched to believe that a future virtual

world will be shaped by gamified activities, even if it will be used

also for work-related business.
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I
remember the day I encounter Walden Two in an

undergraduate course taught by professor Jaewon Cho at

UNIST, South Korea. I’ve only heard bits and pieces about

the contents of the novel but not enough to raise my interest in

reading it. The time for explanations was short (only one hour),

and it is impossible to make justice to the ideas presented in the

novel in such a short amount of time. The result was that I had

formed a skewed impression of what the novel was about. In

mymind, it was something akin to Brave NewWorld, a dystopic

novel, but with the twist that the author really believed his ideas

would improve people’s lives everywhere, and this community

could be more than a novel’s idea. It was an idea that would be

inevitable as a social construct. I was not convinced but luckily,

I manage to acquire a copy of the book, and I have read it twice

since then. I started reading not for fun, but to have all the

evidence that B.F. Skinner was mistaken. After all, it’s not right

to form afinal opinion before hearing thewords from the author

himself.

Surprisingly, he convincedme that this couldwork. More than

work, it was the way to get rid of all the bad habits that plague

people everywhere, myself included. I could imagine myself

living inWalden Two, a totally different person, just because my
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upbringing would focusmore onmywell-being as an individual

and not on stumbling toward the right path. But alas, I could

also see the problems. B.F.Skinner was an idealist. His major

omission was the strong belief that behavior is the only part

that matters for a human being. Feelings, verbal expressions,

thoughts, they all are an integral part of behavior, and they

don’t have power in themselves, it’s what he thought. But after

all, the only way to deal with problematic people who didn’t

want to respectWalden Two rules was exile (after an attempt at

education). Nevertheless, Skinner didn’t believe this would be a

problem for the children raised in the heart of the community,

but only for the adults coming in from outside. I believe this is

wrong because people are plagued by insecurities and mental

disorders that are in part caused by environmental factors and

in part, by genetic factors. Walden Two proposed a way to deal

with the issues raised by the environment, and at least, it was a

step in the right direction. Themajor ideas ofWalden Two, inmy

opinion, were experimental practices in society, not only in the

laboratory. TheWalden Two community is not perfect because

is not designed to be perfect. Instead,Walden Two is designed

to get progressively better at solving social problems.

I liked that. In contrast, the current social practices are not

designed to gradually improve human life, but instead, this

improvement comes sporadically and almost by accident due

to economic incentives. Economic growth improves people’s

lives all around, and therefore it is necessary to spend all

our resources toward this goal. An economic decline would

negatively affect all populations. The current practices focus on

solving social problems as an after-effect of economic growth.

Does it work? Partially, it does. And as I don’t have any

suggestion on how to make the transition from an economy-
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centric society to a social-centric society, I will not discussmore

here. Still, the thought remains.

These ideas, together with the principles of Cyborg Thinks

developed at Science Walden, UNIST, mademe imagine a new

Walden. (I know I mention a lot of Waldens but please bear

withme)Walden Two described a completely different society

than Thoreau’s originalWalden (which was a solitary life of one

man, hardly a society), and Walden 3 would make steps into the

next era, as well. Walden Two based its individual actions on

pro-environmentalism and anti-consumption as described in

Thoreau’sWalden,while adding the social component. Walden

3 would take every idea from Walden Two and add the many-

worlds theory and future technologies (some of them already

here). In short,Walden deals with the life of one man,Walden

Two deals with the life of society, Walden 3 would deal with the

lives of cyborgs (or digital society). The future language is based

onmemes and abbreviations and words that roll off the tongue,

hence fromWalden 3 to 3W is just a small step.

From then on, the references came almost unconsciously.

Almost all names of the characters reflect something about their

creative origin. Henry Travier, Frederic Snarker, their names

are self-evident. Stella and Dark_Star, the same character but

two identities, were admittedly created unconsciously, and only

after creation, I noticed the reason. The unusual open-ended

conclusion of Thoreau’sWalden by reference to the sun as “but

a morning star” is reflected in both of her names.

My problem with Walden Two and Walden is that they are

marketed as novels, works of fiction, but they read more like

essays. It’s a weird mixture of fiction and non-fiction that

makes both types of readers (fiction and non-fiction readers)

not comfortable reading them. My aimwas to write a piece of
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fiction that can be enjoyed on its own without understanding

the ideas that lead to its creation.

In 3W, I don’t propose a new society. What I propose is a well-

designed society. At the moment of writing, the virtual world is

out for the taking without any regulations. The regulations that

are proposed overnight concerning the internet don’t focus on

human benefits but on economic profits. Censorship happens

only when it’s convenient and not because the materials are

damaging tomental health and people’s wellbeing. The transfer

of power fromold-school politicians to socialmedia enterprises

is stopped by sudden regulations. The new digital currencies

are integrated into the classic economic system by conversion

to known currencies like the US dollar. The tendency is not to

work together with technology but to restrict it, all under the

veil of social benefit. I agree some practices are welcomed, but

they appear for the wrong reasons, and only their afterthought

may affect positively public welfare. The point stands. Society

is based on chance, stumbling from one good thing to another.

What we need is a well-designed systemwith the proper focus.

At its core, 3W is the story of releasing an AI, which usually in

fiction doesn’t end well for humanity. Under all the story, the

idea stands that we should work together with the current (and

future) technology toward the benefit of mankind and not for

the benefit of an immaterial system, like economic growth. I

amwell aware that the transition is difficult, but nonetheless,

we should strive for it.

I hope the reader can enjoy the story for what it is, without

trying to grasp the deeper ideas. That’s the main reason any

writer writes, I think. Instead, I ammore than happy even if at

various parts, the reader would ask himself or herself “What

does thismean?” and, without finding a clear answer, will think
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outside the scope of the story and towards alternatives. What

are those alternatives? I don’t know. The important part is just

the existence of thought and the spark of an idea.

December 2020
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About the Author

I hope you enjoyed the story. You can find more information

about me andmy work on the website below.

You can connect withme on:

http://balostin.com
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Also by Bogdan Balos n

Stribog’s Travel Guide for the Penniless

Adventurer

http://balostin.com/my-books

An average guy sets out to save his crush

but he gets lost and a dragon eats him.

A spectacular story of unrequited love and

travel in a land of “hell, no!” and “you’ve got

to be kiddingme”. Punctuatedwith travel tips

and witty remarks that nobody asked for.

What do you mean this is a spoiler? I’m building hype here.

Don’t you want to know what happens next?

Let’s be honest here. I hate long descriptions. You hate long

descriptions. You’re probably wondering about the story, not

about what I’m promising the story is about.
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